Cj2a forum

Introduce yourself to the forum - tell us about yourself, your Willys restoration projects and
hobbies! New to the Forum. Use this forum to post general information for Willys Jeep models
from New tub inconsistencies. Share your Willys project builds, restoration projects and
modifications. Disk Brake Conversion for a Post instructions, diagrams, how-to's or anything
else you feel would help a fellow Willys or Jeep owner! This is the tech library, so if you'd like to
post a tech question, please do so in the "Tech Questions, Answers etc. Thank you for sharing
your knowledge! Closed Knuckle and Steering Post information about your Willys Jeep event,
swap-meet or weekend get-together. Midstates Jeepster Association. This is the forum
suggestion box. Drop us a line and let us know how we can improve your experience on this
site. Use this forum to test out features and basic user operations such as photo uploading,
posting, etc. In WWII times, if a Navy ship had warning that they were about to engage in a
battle, one of the evolutions was; "Rig to tow or be towed". As you might expect, it involved
laying out a lot of heavy We know LarrBeard is good! He would never leave port in an
un-seaworthy ship. If LarrBeard were to break down, I'd just pull him through with the Heep.
Smile and wave boys, we got this. All hat, no cows Haven't heard that one in a while. Remember
Me? What's New? Willys Jeep Forum - KaiserWillys. Introduce Yourself. Willys Jeeps - General
Discussion. Willys Restoration Projects. Last Post: Kaiser-Willys Jeep Tech Questions,
Answers, How-To. Last Post: Disk Brake Conversion for a Tech Library. Last Post: Closed
Knuckle and Steering Events and Meet-Ups. Last Post: Toledo Jeep Fest is on! Willys Jeep
Clubs. Willys Classified Ads. Forum Announcements. Forum Feedback. Test Forum. What's
Going On? New Forum Posts. Today, AM. The Heep would be our Tank Retriever! All times are
GMT The time now is AM. All rights reserved. New Posts. Members Profile. Post Reply. Joe
DeYoung Hope it is a great day. Happy Trails! Happy Birthday Joe you will always be de
younger of the two of us. Have a good one. Hope you had a blessed day Joe!! X2, hope your day
was grand Joe! Thanks Gents. Was a long day working in my shop shortened only by running
out of welding wire with only an 1" of bead to go. I did find time to buy myself a jeep as a B-Day
present to myself though. Winter is especially long to me as my jeeps and trucks are put away
for the winter due to road salt. I've been threatening to build a glass bodied 3A with stainless
fasteners for a salt jeep for years but can never seem to get around to it. Low and behold I came
across a 49 3A with a fiberglass body set up the way I want so against my better judgement,
threw caution to the wind and bought it. Joe DeYoung to many jeeps, parts, and accessories to
list here, but apparently enough to keep me in trouble with my wife. Happy B-Day Joe! Glad you
celebrated with another Jeep congrats! You deserve the best! You cannot post new topics in
this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot delete your posts in this forum
You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot create polls in this forum You cannot vote
in polls in this forum. Happy Birthday Joe, and many more! Happy Birthday Joe! Happy
Birthday, Sir!!! Wishing you peace and rest, Brother. Jerry '47 CJ2A Joe, thanks for all you do
here. Have a good day! Happy birthday Joe! Have a good one! Sorry I was late on this one.
Forum Permissions You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this
forum You cannot delete your posts in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You
cannot create polls in this forum You cannot vote in polls in this forum. Welcome, visitor! CJ-2A
Dave H. February 16, CJ-2A Pat W. February 11, Has been parked a long time, not running but it
may have the parts you need. Front grill and passenger seat [â€¦]. CJ-2A ra5gto February 8,
Owned this Jeep for 27 years. After I purchased the Jeep. I made several cosmetic and
mechanical improvements. Rode in a few parades. Then brought [â€¦]. Body in excellent shape.
Original motor, power steering, manual brakes. Been in parades great little jeep. CJ-2A
montanahvacdr January 28, CJ-2A has been stored for years we got the motor running t90
transmission body has no dents some rust good for its age original wire [â€¦]. Very good
condition. Runs good. Complete with manuals and many spare parts. Used as parade vehicle.
Also have Bantam trailer and operating [â€¦]. CJ-2A Alex January 11, It has the original tub and
tailgate are far as i can [â€¦]. CJ-2A joel January 11, The serial number indicates this Jeep was
built in the first [â€¦]. Refine Results State. Need Vintage Willys Parts? Visit our sister site,
About Willys Jeeps. This site uses cookies: Find out more. Okay, thanks. While the Farm Jeep
was a specific model, we apply the term to any Jeep that performs the tasks of a tractor. Here
you will find information on the Love , Newgren , Monroe and Stratton hydraulic 3-point lifts that
made the Jeep a true tractor. You will also find lists of resources we use for our Jeep projects
and for our research activities. History is important to us and whether it is Jeeps in our family or
the history of the companies that made the Farm Jeep components, we try our best to be
accurate. This movie explains the operation of the Monroe lift and how the Jeep could be used
as a tractor and so much more. The 26 minute movie can be viewed here. You might also want
to start with a look at our frequently asked questions section and then check out the latest blog
posting to find out what is new. Be sure to contact us with thoughts, suggestions and, of

course, corrections if we got it wrong. A viewer of the Revolution in Pleasantville movie asked a
question about the Monroe lift. We turned to our friend Clint Dixon for the answer. It has been 75
years since Jabez Love introduced his hydraulic implement lift and made the Universal Jeep a
player in the tractor market. It has been a tough year for everyone. The ad, from very early in the
war, is a clear â€¦. Below are links to forums and pages that we use for research and our own
education. We are often asked for where and how to find parts. We have also listed a few of the
places you might find what you are looking for. Forums Yahoo! Early Models willys-overland.
Parts Suppliers and Services 4WD. We are already indebted to many generous Jeepers and
antique tractor lovers for their time and contributions of pictures, diagrams, information, and
parts sources. In the spring of , we were asked to give a presentation on the history of the Jeep
implement lifts. A summary of this presentation is presented below. For an in depth history you
may wish to read these articles. This site began and remains as a place to record our
adventures with projects. But over the years it has become a repository of information about the
components, especially the hydraulic lifts. In May of we were asked to make a presentation on
the history of Jeep implement lifts at the Spring Willys Reunion. Following that presentation we
were asked to write a series of articles for the Dispatcher magazine. The Dispatcher is a
print-only magazine, so we have made the five-part series available here. Our plan is to share
what we discover here. Farm Jeeps at Work Farm Collector magazine. Jabez Love and the
Empire Tractor. We have relied on the work of many individuals as we have combed the Web for
information about Farm Jeeps. We will feature Bob in our Friends of Farm Jeep section. The
Dispatcher Magazine â€” This award winning publication is filled with fascinating articles. It is a
must read for those interested in Jeep history. Skip to content. Click on email button. Welcome
to eWillys. I update this website nearly every day with jeep deals, jeep history, interesting reader
projects, jeep related info, and more. These quick searches can help you find things on eBay.
People list in the wrong categories all the time, so don't be surprised to see brochures in the
parts area for example. The links to posts below show jeeps grouped by models, condition, and
other ways. Some of these jeeps are for sale and others have been sold. If you are unsure
whether a vehicle is still for sale or not, email me at d [at] ewillys. There are plenty of
interesting, unusual, historic and surprising stories related to Jeeps and their owners. In
addition, some of these features have nothing to do with jeeps. This link will display all featured
stories starting from the latest. Looking for parts and not sure where to go? There are a variety
of large and small new and used parts sellers both online and offline. Importantly, the allure of
buying a project jeep can be romantic. The reality of restoring a jeep can be quite different,
expensive and overwhelming without the right tools and resources. So, tread carefully when
purchasing a "project". If you have any concerns about buying a vintage jeep, or run across a
scam, feel free to contact me for help, comments or concerns. Purchased with plans to drive as
a summer toy, plans have changed and need to find this beauty a great home. Vehicle displays
66, miles. Vehicle has been restored and includes many original components, including the
engine, transmission, bridge frame, gauges, etc. Was repainted in a satin fire red color and is a
real head turner both on and off the road. As you can see from the pictures, all restoration
components were carefully selected to be vintage OEM pieces and the work was done to keep
the vintage feel of the era. Engine rebuilt , Everything works! Absolutely no rust on body or tub.
There is surface rust on undercarriage and engine bay only. Just finished restoring. Body and
tub were completely sanded, primered and sprayed with correct OD paint. This Willys is parade
and show car quality. Starts right up and runs and drives great. Good tires. Has 2 new seat
belts. Has military fire extinguisher. Included is a shovel and axe as well and a roll bar if you
would like them. Does not include any of my personal military accessories that might be shown
in pictures. Email, call or text Steve for more details at eight9-two85five is my old Colorado
prefix. From bumper to bumper. Runs and drives great. Converted to 12 volt system.. Good
jeep. Runs drives well. Previous owner installed new original wiring harness. Thanks to Mike for
sharing this detailed, interesting jeep rod. The grille redesign seems particularly creative. View
all the information ebay. Absolutely one of a kind! New build, just finished! Professionally built,
36 years of experience Custom grill Metal skeletal hands on steering fenders Chevy small block
service block, rebuilt, no miles turbo trans with a shift kit horsepower Ford 8. Complete
restoration completed in â€”original frame, body, engine, heater, wheels, transmission,
bumpers, steering wheel, shifter, etc. June compete engine inspection and tuneup. I do have a
box of some original parts replaced to include the original odometer. Tons of fun! This jeep has
been between two families for almost 40 years. This was completely stripped and rebuilt either
new or rebuilt approximately 17 years ago. It started as a total disassemble and almost 3 year
project. Odometer reads miles, but motor has approximately 68, miles. Transmission and
transfer case were rebuilt. Motor had all new seals and outer parts replaced. Belts and hoses
also recently changed within last 2 months before taking on a trip. Ford small block , 2 barrel

carb, C4 automatic transmission. Original setup with 6v system. Everything is back to original
No trades. Comes with sand tires Tagged and registered. These items will help you to arrive
alive when do drive it on a high way and you probably will. SW gauges, Dana 44 read end.
Check out the seats. I rebuilt the motor starting with a brand new block and everything bolted to
it is either new or restored. Google Ad Google Ad. Powered by Wordpress , theme based on the
Simple Grid Theme. Some of the Daimler Chrysler, Inc. Home About email Need to contact me
and don't have my email? Was listed in Morgantown. Has the wrong grille for a Appears solid.
Militarized CJ-2A with matching trailer. This militarized CJ-2A looks solid. This restored CJ-2A
probably had indents. It still has the column shift. Looks in good shape. Looks like a nice build.
Appears in good shape. This has some old school pin-striping. Has a rear PTO. Looks solid. It is
missing a few details. Rebuilt motor. Canvas top included. Jim spotted this one. It looks like a
nice setup. Google Ad. COM Andy's m All rights reserved. Click on email button. Welcome to
eWillys. I update this website nearly every day with jeep deals, jeep history, interesting reader
projects, jeep related info, and more. These quick searches can help you find things on eBay.
People list in the wrong categories all the time, so don't be surprised to see brochures in the
parts area for example. The links to posts below show jeeps grouped by models, condition, and
other ways. Some of these jeeps are for sale and others have been sold. If you are unsure
whether a vehicle is still for sale or not, email me at d [at] ewillys. There are plenty of
interesting, unusual, historic and surprising stories related to Jeeps and their owners. In
addition, some of these features have nothing to do with jeeps. This link will display all featured
stories starting from the latest. Looking for parts and not sure where to go? There are a variety
of large and small new and used parts sellers both online and offline. Importantly, the allure of
buying a project jeep can be romantic. The reality of restoring a jeep can be quite different,
expensive and overwhelming without the right tools and resources. So, tread carefully when
purchasing a "project". If you have any concerns about buying a vintage jeep, or run across a
scam, feel free to contact me for help, comments or concerns. Registration was just paid. I have
a good bit of parts for it. Flat head 6 3 speed. Great restoration project. It runs and goes into
gear hooked up to a gas can but there are fuel leaks, and the throttle and breaks are not
connected. Would easily go for 10k with minimal work giving her a tune up which I have two
boxes of new parts to do so and can fetch upwards of 30k fully restored, which this is the
perfect rust free body and frame to do that to. I want to restore it myself but I have too many
projects, took this one in on trade. Have extra brakes lines and wheel cylinders. Joe in Mesa
spotted this ad. The body looks to be from a DJ-3A convertible. The vehicle runs great. Rebuilt
brake system. Rebuilt starter and alternator. Rebuilt lift pump on the snow plow. Arctic cab and
heater. Runs great, everything operates as it should. Willys CJ2A for sale price reduced to cash
sale only. Jeep runs drives stops. Has new military tires, new carburetor, new brake lines, and a
few extra parts that are new. I am selling my CJ-2a. Overall it does need some TLC but
everything is there and complete. It does come with the hydraulic pump and hydraulic ram that
powered the original plow. The reason it was originally parked was the rear main seal was
leaking onto the clutch which made the clutch slip. I do have a clean clear title in hand for the
buyer. Vehicle does not run at this moment. It would have to get winched up onto a trailer. As
you can see from the pictures both the original body Vin tag and frame Vin tag are intact and
matching. If you have any questions please feel free to contact me. Mostly complete but needs
full restoration. Clear title and all body and frame tags are on the Willys. Makes a great
conversation starter and women dig it! Make nice reservations project or hunting vehicle.
Engine is out of cj3 I do have the flat head 4 for it. Was going to rebuild but to many projects
and I am not getting any younger. The plan was to completely restore it. Purchased with plans
to drive as a summer toy, plans have changed and need to find this beauty a great home.
Vehicle displays 66, miles. Vehicle has been restored and includes many original components,
including the engine, transmission, bridge frame, gauges, etc. Was repainted in a satin fire red
color and is a real head turner both on and off the road. As you can see from the pictures, all
restoration components were carefully selected to be vintage OEM pieces and the work was
done to keep the vintage feel of the era. I have never heard them runâ€¦and have never tried to
start themâ€¦they do have rustâ€¦holesâ€¦. I will not sell parts off these jeepsâ€¦unless u want
to,pay asking price of jeep for the parts.. It has the aluminum Buick v6 in it. Frame is boxed.
Three speed split case with reverse. New battery, new clutch. Manual brakes manual steering.
New seats and floor was bedlined. Tub needs work but is salvageable. Still needs a windshield
inner frame and glass but those are available aftermarket. The jeep has not been abused since it
was rebuilt, just used for dragging out deer, getting groceries, and running trail cameras. Great
little jeep, message for questions. Starts and runs good. Could use a tune up. Very solid body. A
couple of rust spots but very minor. It has a nice frame that is all painted. A high quality
fiberglass body with tailgate uncommon to find the jeep has been swapped to a buick oddfire

v6. All new brake lines, upgraded to a duel circuit master. New starter, 4 barrel holly carb. This
still need to be finished but is going to be a very nice jeep with only a little more work. The buick
v6 is going to make this a great little jeep. Clean title. As you can see we went though jeep
pretty good. Made it road ready. Some extra parts go with it like wheel barrings king pins ext.
Ask if you want a list of extras,New fuel line,brake lines, braks, engine is all new except the oli
fill and fan, body work done. Solid tub, new tires, this comes with a spare transmission.
Running lights. We drive it around town on warm days and have pulled sleds in winter. Getting
rid of this cause I want to mess with a truck I have. Still some things need cleaned up but
should make a good project. Please dont waste my time if your not a buyer dont msg me.
Google Ad Google Ad. Powered by Wordpress , theme based on the Simple Grid Theme. Some
of the Daimler Chrysler, Inc. Home About email Need to contact me and don't have my email?
This might have the Hudson steering upgrade. This is a project that lacks brakes and leaks fuel.
Listed as a , it could be earlier. Was listed in Morgantown. Has the wrong grille for a It includes a
Western Snowplow. Looks solid. Has a few mods. Runs good. Has a rear PTO according to the
seller. It also has peeling paint. Google Ad. COM Andy's m All rights reserved. Click on email
button. Welcome to eWillys. I update this website nearly every day with jeep deals, jeep history,
interesting reader projects, jeep related info, and more. These quick searches can help you find
things on eBay. People list in the wrong categories all the time, so don't be surprised to see
brochures in the parts area for example. The links to posts below show jeeps grouped by
models, condition, and other ways. Some of these jeeps are for sale and others have been sold.
If you are unsure whether a vehicle is still for sale or not, email me at d [at] ewillys. There are
plenty of interesting, unusual, historic and surprising stories related to Jeeps and their owners.
In addition, some of these features have nothing to do with jeeps. This link will display all
featured stories starting from the latest. Looking for parts and not sure where to go? There are a
variety of large and small new and used parts sellers both online and offline. Importantly, the
allure of buying a project jeep can be romantic. The reality of restoring a jeep can be quite
different, expensive and overwhelming without the right tools and resources. So, tread carefully
when purchasing a "project". If you have any concerns about buying a vintage jeep, or run
across a scam, feel free to contact me for help, comments or concerns. Also has an extra hood
and a frame. The both frames are in decent shape. It is a great buy at this price and will be firm.
Engine will run but it needs a starter and generator rebuild beforehand. Frame has some rot on
the inside. Tub has rust holes and body mounts are mostly gone. This runs and has a plow and
Koenig half cab. It also has a very tall shifter that likely either controls the plow or a PTO
crankshaft. Cash only make offer. Motor runs perfect. Locking glove box. Straight 4 engine and
manual transmission all original. I was going to restore it but I decided to go another direction.
Comes with Seat frames and Roll bars. Running gear is a Jeep Wrangler, with the 2. Engine is
from a Jeep Willys. It runs great and starts up with one turn of the key. All 4 brake cylinders
replaced last month and master cylinder. Very little rust. Will trade for select motorcycles. This
looks like a nicely rebuilt flat fender with a replacement tub. Chevy balanced, 4 speed PU
transmission. All I have is what is pictured. Just finished restoring. This Willys is parade and
show car quality. Starts right up and runs and drives great. Good tires. Has 2 new seat belts.
Might consider trading. Lots of work has been done all with documen
international 4300 parts catalog
parts of violin diagram
dodge dart wiring diagram
tation. Excellent Condition. Too much info. Runs, Drives, Functions, and Stops very well.
Original drive train. Flathead 4 cylinder. Ran when parked but has been sitting. Looking for
Offers or trades. It seems to be complete Has typical rust expected from a jeep that year. Body
seems solid Motor isnt locked up but havent messed with it. Two winches front and rear. Spare
tire carrier. New soft top. New tires. New brakes. New battery and fuel pump. It does run! A
beautiful collector car for anyone who loves classic vehicles! Google Ad Google Ad. Powered
by Wordpress , theme based on the Simple Grid Theme. Some of the Daimler Chrysler, Inc.
Home About email Need to contact me and don't have my email? Needs some work. Sell is
asking for offers. Not sure how much value is here. Seller needs to sell this week. Motor is froze
up. The body looks in decent shape. Appears to have some Husky-style Allstate hubs. Appears
solid. Engine runs. Brakes done. Google Ad. COM Andy's m All rights reserved.

